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Introduction
As technology continues to rapidly evolve, scientists are able to collect and store more
and more data. Some scientists find themselves with more data than they can realistically
analyze. Now, with the help of the internet and other technologies they can collaborate
with the public to help sift through and make sense of their data. This is called citizen science.
A citizen scientist is someone who contributes to science without necessarily being a
formally trained scientist. A citizen scientist can contribute by analyzing data through an
online game or submitting geotagged photos of flora and fauna with a cell phone app.
With this help, scientists can analyze their data more quickly and help us understand
more about the natural world.
Scientists from The Field Museum and other research institutions have developed a citizen
science project called MicroPlants. This project aims to document and describe new
species of early land plants from a database of thousands of imaged specimen. Museum
Botany researcher, Laura Briscoe, will talk to your class about her job as a taxonomist of
liverworts, and how citizen science is helping her and scientists around the world to make
advancements in their field like never before.

Background
Plants appeared on land between 400 and 500 million years ago. This evolutionary event
is critically important to the history of life on Earth as they helped create a breathable
atmosphere and provided new niches for animal life to flourish. Without these plants, life
as we know it would not exist.
Photosynthetic organisms, such as cyanobacteria, have been living in water for nearly
4.5 billion years. During the time before land plants, there wasn’t much life on terrestrial
Earth with the exception of bacteria. The transition of photosynthetic organisms to land
took approximately 4 billion years to evolve. Conversely, most of what life we see today,
in addition the 99% of species to have ever lived that are now extinct, arose since the
evolution of land plants some 500 million years ago.
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Background (cont.)
The seemingly slow evolution of plants onto land is in part due to the many types of
adaptations necessary to colonize land. For one, plants had to adapt to dry conditions.
Cuticles, a waxy coating that slows water loss, and gametangia, organs that enclose
gametes to prevent them from drying out, are some examples of adaptations that allowed
plants to live outside of aquatic environments. The sun is also an unforgiving presence;
therefore land plants contain pigments that protect them from the harsh UV radiation
from sun exposure. Other adaptations include the development of transport systems
for water and nutrients, structural support, and stomata to regulate gas exchange. Land
plants also have alternation of generations, which includes a multicellular diploid stage
and a multicellular haploid stage where gametes are produced sexually by mitosis and
spores are produced asexually by meiosis.
Early land plants were nonvascular plants meaning that they lack an internal mechanism
for transporting water. Today, the major groups of nonvascular plants are collectively
know as bryophytes, which includes mosses, liverworts, and hornworts. Bryophytes
live in moist habitats and have thin cuticles. Their size is restricted by their lack of
vascular system to transport water. This makes them small enough to distribute minerals
throughout their bodies by diffusion. Bryophytes can live on rocks, dead trees, and
buildings as a result of fungi mutualism.
Scientists know about the evolution and relatedness of plants from the fossil record
and DNA sequencing using their understanding of taxonomy. Taxonomy is the naming,
describing, and classifying of organisms. To date, over 1.7 million species of organisms
have been described yet it is estimated that 5 to 30 million exist. This taxonomic
information is used to help other scientists understand biodiversity and develop ways to
conserve it.

IMPLEMENTING THE MODULE

LEARNING GOALS

The following activities in this module are

MicroPlants is designed to introduce students

designed to work flexibly into your curriculum.

to real world applications of museum-based

They may all be taught in sequence (Figure 1.) or

research. Students will learn the importance

selectively chosen to enhance specific content in

of taxonomy and how they can become

your course.

citizen scientists.
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Figure 1. MicroPlants Learning Activities and their Descriptors.
Lesson 1 - The Name Game

Lesson 2 - Broadcast

Lesson 3 - MicroPlants

Students will sort through
“specimen” using size, shape,
geographic, and genetic data
in order to classify liverworts
as a taxonomist would.

Students will meet Museum
scientist Laura Briscoe through
a live web broadcast. Students
will have the opportunity to ask
her questions about her job and
research.

Students will contribute to science
through one of the Museum’s citizen
science applications relating to
Laura’s research. Your class can set
contribution goals and compete with
other classes.

NGSS Alignment
These lessons align with the following Next Generation Science Standard, among others.
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
MS-LS4-2. Apply scientific ideas to construct an explanation for the anatomical
similarities and differences among modern organisms and between modern and fossil
organisms to infer evolutionary relationships.
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
PRACTICES

CONSTRUCTING EXPLANATIONS AND
DESIGNING SOLUTIONS

Constructing explanations and designing
solutions in 6–8 builds on k–5 experiences
and progresses to include constructing
explanations and designing solutions
supported by multiple sources of evidence
consistent with scientific ideas, principles,
and theories.
•
Apply scientific ideas to construct an
explanation for real-world phenomena,
examples, or events. (MS-LS4-2)

CROSSCUTTING CONCEPTS

DISCIPLINARY CORE IDEAS

LS4.A: EVIDENCE OF COMMON
ANCESTRY AND DIVERSITY
•

Anatomical similarities and differences
between various organisms living today
and between them and organisms in the
fossil record, enable the reconstruction
of evolutionary history and the inference
of lines of evolutionary descent. (MSLS4-2)

PATTERNS
•

Patterns can be used to identify cause
and effect relationships. (MS-LS4-2)

SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM MODELS
•

Systems may interact with other systems;
they may have sub-systems and be a
part of larger complex systems. (MSLS1-3)
Connections to Nature of Science
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE ASSUMES AN
ORDER AND CONSISTENCY IN NATURAL
SYSTEMS
•
Science assumes that objects and events
in natural systems occur in consistent
patterns that are understandable through
measurement and observation.

Common Core State Standards Connections:
ELA/Literacy SL.8.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, teacher-led) with diverse
partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. (MS-LS4-2)

Adapted from NGSS Lead States. 2013. Next Generation Science Standards: For States, By States.
Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.
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Lesson 1: The Name Game
Students will be able to…
• Use multiple types of data to infer the evolutionary relationship between
different species of plants.

PREREQUISITE
KNOWLEDGE
• Students should have some
background knowledge on the
biological hierarchy.
• Students should also know that
organisms are classified by their
anatomical similarities and differences
by middle school. This lesson
advances students to understand
that other factors play a role such
as geographical location and DNA
when identifying species. If necessary,
review the Main Ideas with your class.

MATERIALS AND PREP
• Prior to this lesson determine if students
should work in pairs or groups of four.
You will need to prepare the following materials
prior to this lesson:
• Handout 1.1 Leaf Cards (enough for pairs of 2-4)
• NOTE: These cards need to be double-sided
• Handout 1.2 Tree of Bryophytes (enough for
pairs of 2-4)
• Handout 1.3 Educator Key (one for each
teacher in the class)
• Student Handouts (enough for each student)
• Scissors
• Optional: tape or glue

TIP: To save paper and class time do the following:
• Print out Handouts 1.1 and 1.2 for your largest class plus one or two extras.
• Optional: Laminate each sheet.
• Cut-out the cards on Handout 1.1 and store in an envelope.
• Provide the envelopes to your groups and reuse all day and for many years.

MAIN IDEAS
• Taxonomy is the naming, describing, and classifying of organism.
• Taxonomists, people who study taxonomy, take several pieces of information into account when
classifying organisms such as: anatomy or morphology, location of the specimen, and DNA.
• Sometimes species can be classified by their leaf shape, a morphological character, but
taxonomists often need supplemental data such as geographical location and DNA to infer the
relationship between different species.
• Organisms are classified into a hierarchy of groups and subgroups based on similarities which
reflect their evolutionary relationships
• Phylogeny is the study of the evolutionary history of genetically related organisms
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DIRECTIONS
1. Introduce the module and ask your students the following question. If your students are having a
hard time coming up with answers, try using the Think, Pair, Share method:
a. What types of characteristics do you think scientists use to classify life?
		 b. Do you think scientists use information other than characteristics to classify life? Provide examples.
c. Why do you think it is important to document the different forms of life on Earth?
2. Record their answers on the board or chart paper.
3. Scientists classify life using the biological hierarchy (Kingdom, Phylum, Order, Class, Family,
Genus,Species) to understand how organisms are related. Individuals in each of these groups
have a shared set of characteristics that are unique to that group. The fossil record, embryology,
DNA, and anatomical similarities and differences are the primary pieces of evidence that
taxonomists use to classify organisms.
• Have students pair up or count off groups of 4 as a class. If applicable, have students move
to their groups.
• Distribute Handout 1.1 and Student Handout to groups. If you did not cut out the cards before
class, have students cut them out now.
• Explain to students that they are going to do the work of a taxonomist and classify a family of
plants. You may provide the following hints:
		
• There will be no more than 8 groups.
		
• You may have a single species in a group.
4. Provide students with the following instructions:
		
a. Sort the cards so that plants with similar leaf shapes are in the same group.
Wait for groups to complete this step. Try timing them to keep them on task. While you are
waiting, write this step on the board.
		
b. Now, use the DNA sequence on the back of the card to further sort the plants into more
specific groups. Remember, the more similar the sequence, the more similar the species.
Wait for groups to complete this step, while you are waiting write this step on the board.
		
c. Finally, use the location on the back of the card to further group the plants. You may
		
have the same species in more than one location.
While you are waiting for students to finish, write this step on the board.
		
d. Try to order your groups so that those that might be closely related are near each other
		
and those that are very different are far apart on the table.
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NOTE: It is important that students do not receive all
steps at once to simulate the process and challenges
of classification.

TIP
• If you want to do this as a class, put
these steps on a slide show and
present each step separately.

5. Distribute Handout 1.2 to each group. Provide the
• If you want groups to work more
following instructions:
autonomously, print out the
		
• Using the tree provided, organize your groups
statements and cut them into strips.
		
onto the tree so that related groups are on
When a group finishes one step they
		
branches that are close to each other and
may raise their hand to get the next
		
groups that are not similar are on branches
step from the educator.
far apart. You may revise your groups to better
		
fit the tree but you must use the evidence to
		
make your revisions.
6. Circulate between groups with the Educatorr Key to prompt students and provide feedback. Allow
10-15 minutes for groups to complete the tree.
7. After time is up, or if students finish early, instruct them to write out their reasoning for how they
classified on a separate sheet of paper in a short paragraph. You may choose this to be a group or
individual assignment. They should specifically reference branch or group letters.
8. Once all groups are done, project your key onto the board. Give students 1-2 minutes to 			
check their work. Assess mastery of classification by asking students to raise their hands
if they met the following:
		
a. How many groups got this tree exactly?
		
b. How many groups are off by 1-2 leaves?
		
c. How many groups are off by 3-5 leaves?
		
d. How many groups are off by more than 5 leaves?
		
Use this information to decide if you will spend another lesson to review classification or let
		
the groups revise their trees.
9. Facilitate a class discussion: Ask students,
		
a. What pieces of evidence did you use to support why you put leaves on certain branches?
		
b. Which two branches are most closely related? (I and H, N and M)
			
i. Who is a common ancestor to I and H? (G)
			
ii. N and M evolved from which letter on the tree?
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Tree of Bryophytes: Educator Key
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Lesson 2: Broadcast
Students will learn:
• How a specimen in collected, prepared, and entered into a museum collection.
• What it is like to go on a field expedition.
• How to contribute to science without being a professional through citizen science.

MAIN IDEAS

MATERIALS AND PREP

Laura Briscoe is a Museum research
assistant of Bryophytes and Pteridophytes.
Her research interests are in the studies of
phylogeny, morphology, and taxonomy of
liverworts in the southern hemisphere. She
is currently working on a four-year project that
aims to document all of the Bryophytes
in a region of southern Chile. This
documentation of species will provide an
inventory of Bryophytes in that region which
we can use to track population changes in
the future. In addition, it allows us to better
understand the tree of life for early land plants.
different species.

It is recommended that you do the following
prior to this lesson:
• Watch with your class http://expeditions.
fieldmuseum.org/early-land-plants/media/
journal-1-expedition-overview-early-landplants-chile as in introduction to the scientist
and what she does
• We encourage you to watch the rest of
the videos on the site to gain a deeper
understanding of the process of field
expeditions.
• Read the Virtual Visits Technical Guide
• Attend the broadcast tech check, a link
and directions will be provided one week
prior to your visit
• Check with your IT specialist to make sure
you will have available bandwidth on the day
of your visit
You will need the following materials:
• Computer with Ethernet connected
Internet
• Projector
• Optional: Scrap paper or note cards

PREREQUISITE
KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge of taxonomy and the biological
hierarchy. Familiarity with citizen science
programs and applications.
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DIRECTIONS

TIPS

1. Follow the Technical Guide provided to set up the
Virtual Visits broadcast.
• While waiting for the broadcast to begin, review
information from the Main Ideas section with your class.

Before the discussion, project the
questions listed below and have
students write down their ideas to
increase discussion participation.

OPTIONAL: Provide students with a sheet of paper or note card to record questions that 		
		
they come up with during the broadcast.
2. During the broadcast the scientists will interact with classrooms by asking students questions.
Please type student responses into the chat box in the broadcast window or use the
polling feature.
3. Follow-up the broadcast with a class discussion on what was learned and what students would
like to investigate further.
		
a. Ask students how they felt about the experience. What was it like to meet a real 		
		
scientist? What was their favorite part? Least favorite?
		
b. Ask students to recall the experience. What is the scientist’s job at the Museum? What
		
does she study? How do scientists classify organisms? What types of projects does the
		
scientist work on? What did she show us?
			
i. If students have conflicting viewpoints, encourage them to discuss it using
			
evidence from what the scientist said or did.
		
c. Ask students to explain what they learned. What is something you learned about science
		
careers from the broadcast? What is something you learned about science from
		
the broadcast?
		
d. Have students make connections from the broadcast to their life. Has anyone already
		
contributed to citizen science? How can citizen science be used to improve the world?
What did the scientist talk about that we’ve learned this year?
		
e. Have students apply the concepts to a new idea. Can you connect citizen science to
		
understand or solve an issue in your community? What kinds of questions could you
		
answer about your community using citizen science?
		
f. Ask students to consider how they can apply this new knowledge in the future. What are
		
some ways that you can start using citizen science in your life?
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Lesson 3: MicroPlants
After this lesson your students will be able to:
• Contribute data to scientists by taking measurements of lobule length and width.

MAIN IDEAS
Citizen science is the contribution of data
collection and analysis by the general public
to scientific projects. Citizen scientists
contribute useful information to projects that
are managed by professional scientists. Most
citizen science projects contain a large amount
of data that is collected and/or analyzed by
non-scientists, which would otherwise be
unrealistic to accomplish by a small team of
scientists. Citizen scientists are helping
scientists understand more about their field
than ever before.

MATERIALS
You will need to prepare the following
materials prior to this lesson:
• Print out Goal Chart for each of your
classes
• Scrap paper or notecard
• Explore microplants.zooniverse.org
You will need the following technology:
• Computers, laptops, or iPads with
Internet access for whole class or pairs

PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE
Bryophytes are small, nonvascular plants, and are some of the earliest plants to evolve onto land. In
this activity, students will measure the lobule, a microscopic leaf structure found on the underside of
a bryophyte leaf. The size, shape, and number of lobules help scientists classify the specimen.

DIRECTIONS
1. Introduce the concept of citizen science and MicroPlants to your class. Ask your class:
• How many specimens do you think we could measure in class today?
		 Write their estimates on the board.
2. Demonstrate for students an approximation of how many specimen they can classify:
• Number of students in class x Number of minutes spent classifying (assuming students
classify one per minute)
3. Ask the class to use the approximation to come up with a goal to reach by the end of class. Write
that goal on the Goal Chart.
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DIRECTIONS
4. Encourage students to explore microplants.zooniverse.org and ask them the following questions
from the Student Handout:
a. Click on the Science tab. According to this page, what is taxonomy?
b. Click on the FAQ tab. Use information from this page to draw the hierarchy of
bryophytes, liverworts, and Frulannia.
c. What are examples of bryophytes?
d. What can liverworts indicate about their environment?
5. Model for students how to classify an image.
a. Project your computer screen for the class to see.
b. From the MicroPlants website, click on the Classify tab.
c. Follow the tutorial instructions and have the class follow along with you. All students will
have the same image as yours.
d. After you select Finish This Image you may select Next Image and model one more time
for your class. Note, when your students click Next Image they will get a different image
from yours.
e. Remind students to carefully record their number of classifications.
6. With ten minutes of class left, ask students to classify their last specimen and count up their tallies.
7. With a calculator or spreadsheet handy, ask each student to report how many specimen they
classified and add them up. Go to your goal chart and mark the number of classifications.
a. Did you exceed your goal? If not, how many more did students need to complete?
8. Reinforce the importance of everybody’s contributions.
a. Scientists now have this much more data for their project.
b. Calculate how many classifications there would be if each student in their grade did this
activity.
9. Use the rest of the time to have students write their reflection and turn it in.

EXTENSIONS
Create an even bigger goal for your class(es) to complete that
they can work on at home or free time at school. Print out
another Goal Chart and have students record their progress or
create a sign out sheet so you can update the chart each
week. Once you have reached your bug goal, share your school’s
achievement with Virtual Visits at virtualvisits@fieldmuseum.org.

TIP
You can print out several copies of the
middle section of the Goal Chart to
create an even bigger goal.
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CLASS

DATE

Student Handout: The Name Game
Directions:
You are going to pretend to be a taxonomist and need to classify a family of plants using
the plant cards you have been provided.

Hints:

• There will be no more than 8 groups
• You may have a single species in a group
After you have created your tree of bryophytes with your group, provide a rationale for
how you classified each branch of the tree. Make sure to include supporting evidence for
your claim and thorough reasoning.

CLAIM

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

REASONING
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DATE

Handout 1.1: Leaf Cards

Locality: Chile

Locality: New Zealand

Locality: Fiji

Locality: Chile

Locality: Chile

Locality: New Zealand

Locality: New Zealand

Locality: Chile

Locality: Chile

Locality: Ecuador

Locality: Chile

Locality: Australia
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CLASS
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Handout 1.2: Tree of Bryophytes
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Student Handout: MicroPlants
Introduction: Today you are citizen scientists and will be contributing data to
help Laura Briscoe and other botanists. You will accomplish this by measuring the
lobules (microscopic leaf structures found on the underside of bryophyte leaves)
and input this information into the website: microplants.zooniverse.org
Directions
On your computer access microplants.zooniverse.org.
Part One: Background Information
1. Click on the Science tab: What is taxonomy?

2. Click on the FAQ tab: Use information from this page to draw the
hierarchy of bryophytes, liverworts and Frulannia.

3. What are examples of bryophytes?
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4. What can liverworts indicate about their environment?

Part Two: Classification
1. How many specimens were you able to classify today during class?
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